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**PREZ SEZ**

**DE KA1OJ**

On behalf of the club I would like to thank Tom WA1MBA and Stan WA1ECF for hanging in there over the last two+ years as Prez and Vice-Prez.

On a sad note, Ted Simmington, W1JOT is now a silent key.

Now is time to plan those winter projects. My Plan is to finish a few of those many many half done projects that live in my cellar.

Tee-shirts  I have a few ideas that I would like to run by the members.

Hopefully we can have several of our more ambitious members that went to Microwave Update (MUD) 2005 in California give us a run-down, at the Nov meeting, of what they saw and heard.

There will be yet another duct tape auction at the Nov 19th meeting.

The Radisson Hotel is now in the Crowne Plaza Hotel chain.

Look forward to seeing you on Nov 19th in Enfield.

73

KA1OJ

---

**NEWS MEETING MINUTES**

**27 AUGUST 2005**

Meeting called to order at 13:10

Second meeting vote to amend the By-Laws of the club Constitution, Article 7 changing the words:

A regular annual assessment of $10.00 per member is hereby assessed in accordance..." read:

A regular annual assessment of $15.00 per member is hereby assessed with a renewal on the date of the annual picnic meeting in accordance..."

The amendment was passed with one nay!

The proposed meeting dates were discussed: Jan 7, March 17, Conference July 15 +/- (picnic) Aug 26, Nov 11

There were no obvious conflicts

Mike asked if any one would like to be president?

There were no volunteers.

W1FKF nominated Mark KA1OJ for President.

He would except for a one-year term.

It was moved and seconded and passed

Treasures Report:  Bill K5GMX

We have over $3300 Dollars in the treasury

Due to all the renewals,  This meeting 3 new members.

NEW BUSINESS

Asked about if the club had any more T-Shirts

And who had bought the ones in the past. (Paul W1GHZ?)

A raise of hand indicated about a dozen people interested in the room

Asked in news letter if others would be interested.

Mike as everyone in the room to introduce themselves and tell what there currently working on!

Meeting adjourned at  14:15

Duct tape auction.

PROGRAM: Don, W1FKF showed his GPS based portable microwave marker system that covers 2304 - 47088 and his 78 GHz System.

Mike N1JEZ  showed VE1ALQ update Reflock 1 board. Darrell has redesigned the CT1DMK board to overcome the problems with the initial Reflock. Demonstrate how to program and adjust the lock range.

Respectfully submitted,

By  Don Twombly W1FKF

---

**BOARD MEETING MINUTES**

**27 AUGUST 2005**

Called to order at 11:45 By Tom WA1MBA.

Tom will not be able to be at the General meeting and Mike N1JEZ  (VP) will moderator.

NEW BUSINESS

1. Election of president.
2. Come up with new meeting dates for coming year.

Possible dates: Jan 7, March 17, Conference July 15 +/-  (picnic) Aug 26, Nov 11

OLD BUSINESS

1. Second meeting vote to amend the By-Laws of the club Constitution, Article 7 on dues

Meeting adjourned at 11:57

Respectfully submitted,

By  Don Twombly W1FKF
Many modern radios and other electronic devices rely on muffin fans for cooling. These can be loud and annoying. Some run continuously, while others cycle on and off, either when needed or just on transmit. In some radios, the fan cycling results in a small frequency shift as the oscillator is heated and cooled.

Wouldn’t it be preferable to have a fan with a variable speed, responding to cooling needs? I’ve thought so for a long time, but never got around to doing something about it. Recently, I decided it was time. I figured this was an obviously useful thing, so there would be lots of circuits available on the web. NOPE! The only things I could find were microprocessor circuits, many of them relying on fancy fans with internal tachometers – none of those in my junkbox. Also, the microprocessor controls the speed by turning the fan on and off rapidly; some of the notes suggested that the results are audible.

I went back to engineering basics: find a circuit to steal. One of the microprocessor fan controls I used an interesting circuit to drive a FET and shift the reference from ground to high side. The circuit, in the area of Q1 and Q2 in the schematic, looks like the Widlar current mirror used in many integrated circuits. I added this circuit plus the PNP emitter follower, Q3, and fiddled with the resistances to get it going. Then I consulted Byron again and added capacitors C4 and C5 to stabilize things.

Computer simulations are only as good as the models, and don’t always fully model reality, so I built up a breadboard on a piece of perfboard. It actually works – and it definitely oscillates without C4!

Now it felt safe to make a printed-circuit board, to make it reproducible and robust enough for portable equipment – perfboard wonders seem to fall apart bouncing around in the back of the truck. Since opamps come in pairs and quads, I tried to think of something to do with the other half. The best use I could come up with is an overtemperature alert, but that really requires a comparator rather than an opamp. But there is...
one IC available with one of each, the LM392.

The comparator uses the output of the same temperature sensor to provide an alert at some higher temperature. The output goes low at the desired temperature to turn on whatever: an LED, a sound, a relay to shut down the amplifier, or a jolt to the operator’s chair. The noisemaker from a defunct smoke alarm might be interesting, but a blinking LED seems adequate to remind me not to talk so much.

The over-temperature setting for the comparator is similarly set by voltage V4, the voltage drop through silicon diodes D2 and D3. Decreasing resistor R11 increases the current through the diodes, increasing the voltage drop and thus raising the temperature setting. With the value shown for R11, V4 is about 1.50 volts, so the over-temperature alarm is at about 150°F. If a much different temperature setting is desired, R12 could be used instead of the diodes, but the temperature setting would vary with the supply voltage.

The temperature sensor U2, the LM34, should be in contact with the heat sink or surface being cooled by the fan. Either attach the flat side of U2 directly to the heat sink with Super Glue (cyanoacrylate), or use a dab of heat sink compound and clamp it on. A heat sink takes some time to heat and cool, so the fan will not change speed instantaneously, but will speed up as the heat sink heats. More important, it will continue running at higher speed until it brings the heat sink temperature down, gracefully slowing down as things cool. U2 need not be mounted on the printed circuit board, but may be mounted remotely, on the heat sink; twist the wires together, and consider adding ferrite beads if there is a lot of RF floating around.

Of course, controlling fan speed won’t do much good if there isn’t adequate cooling with the fan running at full speed. If you are adding a fan, size, placement, and airflow are important. For cooling a heat sink, impingement cooling, with the air blasting directly into the fins (like a Pentium cooling fan), is much more effective than ordinary convection cooling, where the airflow is just passing through the fins. If you are just cooling a cabinet or enclosure, sucking may be more effective than blowing. But any airflow is better than none at all.

1. ADM1028 data sheet, www.analog.com
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I enjoyed and was intrigued by the paper "A Simple GPS Stabilized Oscillator" by N1JEZ, Mike Sequin, published in the Proceedings of the 31st Eastern VHF/UHF Conference. At the conference in April 2005 I picked up a PLL board and an oscillator from Paul Wade, W1GHZ. Soon after the conference, I ordered parts and got ready to assemble one of my own.

The following is from Mike's write-up:

One problem with the Jupiter engine is that from the moment it's powered, it outputs 10 kHz and 1 PPS. Until I had a valid 3D GPS fix (I recommend at least 4 satellites) the output was not accurate. I needed some way to be able to verify that I had a valid 3D GPS fix before I could trust the 10 MHz output. The GPS engine does not provide any type of output such as a line that might go high/low to indicate lock, so I had to think of another solution.

By the time the parts arrived I had decided build what Mike said the GPS lacked: a small microcontroller to generate a lock indication by monitoring the NMEA serial stream. As suggested in the article, I keyed my software on the GPGSA sentence. The sentence looks something like this:

$$SGPGSA,A,3,01,20,19,13,,,,,,,,,40.4,24.4,32.2*0A$$

After the second delimiter (comma) in the sentence there is a three. A three in this position means that a 3D position has been established.

The microcontroller I chose for this application is a Microchip PIC. I have experience with a wide range of microcontrollers and microprocessor but, I chose the PIC because of its popularity in ham applications. The firmware development tools, for assembly language at least, are inexpensive as are chip programmers.

The PIC16F688 is a Flash based microcontroller that has a built-in UART. A smaller controller could be used with a bit-banging serial routine. I've done this before but I prefer the hardware approach. The hardware UART helps save code space and CPU cycles for enhancements and updates.

The 16F688 is available in a 14 pin DIP package which makes it ideal for hand assembly and prototype boards. The 100 mil spacing of the pins is easier on my eyes too.

The software is straight forward. The PIC just monitors the serial data looking for our target string. If the three is found in the right spot a pin goes high on the PIC and this drives an LED. If the field in the GPS string doesn't have a 3 then the LED goes out as the pin goes low in response.

It is possible to reverse the LED so that it is on until a 3D fix is acquired, then off. This will save a little power. Every little bit of power counts: especially in battery powered applications. The overall power required for the PLL and GPS is so much higher that it swamps out the small amount of power for the LED. I mention this option though because it is basically free.

Figure 1
The prototype board version of 3Dfix.

Figure 2
The Schematic

I soldered a prototype together and tested it with the assembled PLL and GPS. It works great. All that is needed is to tap the TX line and power from the GPS. The PIC can run from 3.3 or 5 volt power. This means this design will work with either a 3.3 or a 5 volt GPS.

I use the PIC's internal oscillator to drive the CPU and UART. This oscillator's frequency will vary with temperature. With the addition of a small 32 KHz oscillator the software can be
Figure 3
Front View

changed to compensate for changes in frequency that may cause errors in decoding the serial data. I plan to add this capability to the software in the future.

The source code is available (C or assembly) to anyone who wants it and has the equipment to program the chip themselves. If you want a programmed chip let me know. They cost $3 or less (plus postage). Contact me for details.

tpsully@verizon.net
6/22/2005

ERROR IN THE GPS INTERFACE BOARDS
MIKE, N1JEZ

We've just discovered a minor error in the ground plane of the GPS Interface Boards.

First, this _only_ applies to those that purchased new boards before Oct 15.

The ground plane on these boards was inadvertently extended over two thru-holes on the output of U5 and U7. Essentially this grounds the output of each regulator. (not a good thing). These holes were added as a convenient way to pick off 5 or 3.3 volts to power your GPS engine antenna input or to be used as a pick off point for pull up voltage for alternate GPS engine serial output or soft reset etc.

The fix is easy. Use a 3/16" drill bit as a hand reamer to remove the ground plane from the top (silk screen) side of the board. It only takes 2 or 3 turns by hand.

One hole is located right in between U5 and U7 and the second is located just to the right of U7.

Once again I want to emphasize that the only boards affected are the latest run. You can easily tell if you have one by looking at the edge of the board between J2 and J4. You'll see 3 ground points. You can also just look at the two small holes mentioned above and you'll see the ground plane extends over them.

I really apologize for any inconvenience this may have caused. Please share this note with everyone you know who may have purchased one of these new boards.

I will also post this to my website at:
http://mysite.verizon.net/n1jez/index.html

73,
Mike, N1JEZ
"A closed mouth gathers no feet"

FOR SALE OR SWAP:

PC boards for W1GHZ small projects available.
see http://www.w1ghz.org/small_proj/small_proj.htm

73
paul


73 de Warren
WM2Z
SSB Electronic USA manufactures and distributes HF, VHF, UHF and SHF equipment covering 10MHz - 47.0GHz.

124 Cherrywood Drive, Mountaintop, PA 18707 USA, PHONE 570-868-5643, FAX 570-868-6917 www.ssbusa.com

**West Mountain Radio**

**RIGblaster** computer to radio interfaces  
**RIGrunner** DC power panels  
**CBA** computerized battery analyzer  
**PWRcrimp** tool for Powerpole connectors  
**PWRgate** simple backup power for a ham station  

203 853 8080 www.westmountainradio.com

**C3i** Antennas with the Finest Quality, Highest Performance,

VISIT OUR HOME PAGE TODAY FOR MORE DETAILED INFORMATION  
www.c3iusa.com 1-800-445-7747 owormser@c3iusa.com sruffin@c3iusa.com

**DOWN EAST MICROWAVE**  
VHF/UHF/SHF EQUIPMENT AND PARTS 50 TO 10,368 MHZ

MICROWAVE LOOP YAGIS, VHF/UHF YAGIS  
NO-TUNE LINEAR TRANSVERTERS,  
LINEAR POWER AMPLIFIERS  
LOW NOISE PREAMPS  
COAX RELAYS  
COAX CABLE CONNECTORS  
CRYSTALS  
CHIP COMPONENTS, MMICS, TRANSISTORS, RF MODULES

SAY YOU SAW IT IN THE NEWSLETTER

STEVE KOSTRO, N2CEI, 954 RT. 519, FRENCHTOWN, NJ. 08825 PHONE: 908-996-3584, FAX: 908-996-3702 www.downeastmicrowave.com

**DIRECTIVE SYSTEMS**  
ANTENNAS AND ACCESSORIES

NOW FEATURING THE K1FO 17' BOOM YAGIS FOR 144, 222, & 432 MHz!

DAVE OLEAN, K1WHS, RR1, BOX 282, LEBANON, ME. 04027, PHONE: 207-658-7758 www.directivesystems.com
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